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“R0ylllʼS popularity ever increases, and its
position as World’s Number 1 Typewriter is
continually strengthened.
“I meet, daily, a proportionately growing

number of people who are eager to enumer-
ate , to me, the gains they have made in in-
creased case, comfort, speed and accuracy,
since using the Royal.
“It is with justifiable pride, therefore, that

I point to the spectacular gains I have made
by ‘switching’ to Royal: a gain of9 net words
per minute, an improvement ofnearly 100"/0
in accuracy averages, the winning of three
consecutive world’s championships, the estab-
lishment ofa new all-time world’s record, and,
above all, a new concept of typing ease and
its attendant benefits,

“Ease makes speedf”
ALBERT TANCORA

Holder Worldʼs Typing Record

Since using the Royal, Mr. Tangora has never been defeated,
nor has his record of 141 net five stroke words perminute for
one hour of continuous typing been attained by anyone, in
any other oliicial contes t, held anywhere in the worl d,

norm. TYPEWRITER COMPANY, INC.

INTRODUCTION
ITʼS

the “stroke” in golf, a mastery of color and

technique with the artist, an application of ap-

proved practices and methods, that help make lead-
ers in the world of sports, of art-or business. Typ-
ing is an art and a business. The “mechanics” of the
typewriter and its proper operation should become
“second nature.” Then oneʼs ability is free for ex-

pression, the way open to advancement.

Often in typing, major or minor faults “creep in.”

They grow into habits. They hinder progress. These
faults can be quite easily corrected and proper tech-

nique restored with a little care. Typing becomes
easier, mo re comfortable andmo re productive, both
for typist and employer.

The following observations are the result of many
years of active exhibition work in over 15,000 dem-
onstrations of expert typing, and in extended teach-
ing experience. Study them. I believe you will find
them substantially helpful in your work, and that
you will quickly gain added proficiency and skill at
the keyboard.

ALBERT TANGORA



me comtscr twine Position
__shown by the author. Mr. Tangoradid not deviate from this position for
even a fraction of a second for the one
h"l_-̒T °f YYPIUS Ill open competition in
which he set the all-time record-141
net words per_ minute from unfamiliar
matter under international rules-on a
s tandard Royal typewriter.

HEAD held erect, turned slightly
to right, eyes on copy.

W|tlS'l’S on a line with the hands.
This ensures equal reaches over
all four rows of keys.

HANDS close to frame of type.
wri ter, same slope as keyboard,
ARMS drop naturally from shoul-
ders, and remain motionless, com-
PlelelY felaxed, without tension.

PLACE COPY on right side of type.
wri ter, in the best position to be
read easily and without strain.

CH_AlR properly ad justed to the
height of the desk lor correct
posture and maximum comfort.
FEET flat on floor. May be slightly
apart and one an inch or two
ahead of the other. This braces
You, reducing body sway.

50 COMMON TYPING FAULTS
AND HOW TO AVOID THEM

Q
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MAIOR POINTS
1. Improper Posture
An operator’s position at the typewriter is of vital importance.
Many typists do not sit properly. They do not lace the ma-
chine squarely. The hody is not erect. Feet, arms and wrists
do not take the positions which have been found hy long ex-
perience to result in the most accurate typing and the greatest
comfort and ease throughout the day. There are many ele-
ments entering into correct posture. These will he covered
individually later. But in the meantime, refer to the, illustra-
tion on the opposite page. Notice the positions of the feet,
arms and hands. This is the correct posture.

2. Lack of Concentration
Failure to concentrate on the work in hand, the copy mate-
rial, shorthand notes or the vocal transcription, leads to many
an error and the resultant corrections and delays. Errors are
made before they can hc avoided. All accurate work is done
before errors have a chance to creep in when the typist keeps
his or her mind steadily on the work. Train your mind to
avoid distractions. Concentrate on whatever is to be done. It
will bring a marked improvement both in quality and speed.

3. Lack of Interest
Stimulate a growing interest in typing and in your type-
writer. Make it a point to get the most out of it, in actual
pleasure of accomplishment, and in its operation for both
speed and accuracy. Cultivate the habit of taking care of the
machine. Take advantage of its operating conveniences for
the production of work that will prove a real source of pride.
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4. FaultyRhythm in Typing
Take an interest in typing properly in the matte r of rhythm.
The typist who works fastest and most accurately, appreciates
the value of rhythm and continuity in typing-even to the
point of slowing down to a natural continuous rate of speed
that can be maintained without muscular strain. Write evenly,
giving each letter or character its proper amount of time and
thought, so as to overcome the tendency towards inaccuracy.
Familiarize yourself with your natural speed. In other words,
type as fast as you can accurately, and never faster.

MINOR POINTS
They may be divided into three classifications of the major
points which have already been discussed. They are as fol-
lows: (1) Posture. (2) Manipulation, or the mechanics of
typewriter operation, and (3) General Attitude. These are
here considered in this same general order.

5. Incorrect Foot Position
Operators should keep their feet flat on the
floor. The correct position at the machine must
begin with this one important point. Many op-
erators get in the habit of resting their feet on
the chair legs or extending them under the
desk (probably crossed). This is not conducive
to the best work. With the feet on the Hoor as RIGHT

shown, the position is more comfortable and
it provides a “bracing” for the easy return of
the carriage and prevents the tendency of the
body to sway. The fingers come back to the Nright key almost automatically. Elimination of `\ks

5:

this slight “Body Sway” engenders a confidence
in your ability to re turn directly to the keys
with absolutely no hesitation. WRONG

6. Wrong Position of Body
The body should be held in an upright position, erect, but
relaxed, and the chair placed directly before the machine so
that the operator will sit squarely facing the keyboard.Back-
rests on the chair should be adjusted to help maintain this
posture. “Feet Hat on the floor” is also an essential in over-
coming wrong body position.

[6]

7. Arms Too Close to Body
Arms should drop naturally from the shoulders and in the
position of being free to move in any direction, yet should
remain motionless. This is a naturally comfortable position
because arms are relaxed. Let the arms hang freely at the
sides; then lift the hands to the keys, making sure that the
upper arm muscles are not in tension and that the arm is as
free to move as when hanging at the sides of the body.

8. Arms Too Far from Body
With the arms too far from the body, an added strain is
placed on the muscles which throws the hands out of position.
Free muscular movement of the fingers is hindered and un-
due hand and arm motion creeps in. The action of the little
finger is under greater tension than that of the first finger.
Hold to the arm position as indicated under preceding point
number 7. A substantial lessening of fatigue will result.

9. Sitting Too Close to Machine
This position forces the elbows backward and outward, re-
sulting in unnecessary muscular strain and a cramped posi-
tion for operating the carriage
return. Let the arms hang natur- , \ gg _
ally; then raise the hands to the M
keyboard in their operating po-
sition without moving the el- j 5
bows forward or backward. > Q ,

Chair should be in such position A l l %
that effect indicated in Point No. RIGHT WRONQ
24 is realized.

sifr/

I0. Operator Too Far From Keyboard
This position has the same ef-
fect as extending the arms into
space. Muscles are under ten- \

sion. Wrists and arms quickly
become tired. The body and r -

head are forced into an unnat-
ural position in order that the
eyes may be brought close RIGHT WRONG
enough to the copy to comfort-
ably read it. Undue strain is placed on the muscles of the
back, lungs are constricted making proper breathing impos-
sible and the resultant fatigue greatly curtails production.

[7]
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11. Wrists Held Too High
This is one of the most common typing faults. Hands should
be held close to the frame of the machine so that they are ou
the same slope as the keyboard
itself.Notice the wrists in the ac-
companying illustration showing _ _

V

the correct posture. Correct wrist
position insures equal reaches \/ 4ʼ-2.;3';/f
over all four rows of keys and
helps greatly to eliminate excess
hand and arm motion.

12. Wrists Too Low
Try this experiment: When away from your typewriter, hold
your arms and hands in the correct position, exactly as you
would at the machine, reiuenibering to keep
hands and forearms on the same slope as the » _ , r " ~

keyboard as mentioned under point number ll. -_`
This is comfortable. Note that if now you lift
the hands only there is a noticeable strain on '
the forearm muscles. It is an illustration of Qwhat happens with wrists too far below key- ’*
board. \Vith the wrists too low there is also a “W HT

tendency to cause the shift key to be depressed
slightly when striking some letters, such as \ - W , ._

“a” for instance. lt causes irregularity in align- é
incnt. Keep the hands and forearm in a

00" _
RIGHT WRONG

straight line _ this line,_|̀ rom the top of the /

hand to the “inside” of the elbow, to be on the |A\ \

WRONGsame slope as the keyboard itself.

13. Incorrect Position of Head
This contributes to unnecessary nervous and physical fatigue.
Usually it is a result of other factors such as faulty position,
wrong placement of copy, incorrect height of desk or chair.
A general correction of other faults in posture will ordi-
narily bring an immediate lessening of fatigue due to im-
proper position of the head.

14. Glancing at Typewriter
Keeping the eyes on thc notebook or copy when operating
the keys is absolutely essential to rhythm and contiguity.Don’t let a c o n s u m i n g curiosity to see how the w_ork is com-
ing along” make you glance up at the typewriter too fre-
quently. Here again, a general correction of other faults will
help the typist to keep her eyes OHthe typewriter and on
the copy or notes.Refer to point number 2.

[8]

15. LookingUp from Work
Here’s a maxim. Keep eyes on copy-donʼt look up. Often a
typist will glance up when someone enters the ro om or from
some other distracting influence. This disturbs continui ty
and concentration, and introduces another element of eye-
strain*. It soon becomes a habit that interferes with good
typing. Make it a point to break this habit. It may require
will-power-but remember, itʼs for the general good of a
“good cause.”

16. Desks oi Improper Height
Many desks used by typists are too low. This may in itself
lead to a number of faults in posture and operation. Desks
should be of correct height relative to the chair.

17. Chairs Too High
When the chair is too high for the desk, it places the arms in
an unnatural posi tion. Thewrists have to be raised to com-
pensate, and muscular strain and faulty fingering operation
results. The chair should he properly adjusted to the height
of the desk. This brings the a rm and hand in the proper
slope for maximum comfort and good work.

18. Desks Not AcousticallyCorrect
Thework produced by the typewriter will be of poor qualityif the desk drop-leaf is shaky and vibrates. This can be
“heard” as a persistent “rumble”. If the machine is fastened
to the desk too tightly with screws and bolts, it again causes
a rumble. A happy medium is struck by seeing to it that the
drop-leaf does not vibrate, and then fastening the machine
to it lightly. A pad placed beneath the machine helps this
condition providing it doesn’t make the machine “rock” un-
necessarily. Expcrimenting in this direction often proves to
the typist that otherwise faulty typewriter performance is
merely an “acoustic” fault. On a shaky drop-leaf this can
often be corrected by inserting a small wedge between the
drop-leaf and the desk.
* On the New Royal every effort has been made to eliminate

eye-strain and aid the typist to concentrate. The movement of
flashing typebars is hidden from the eye. The finish is labora-
tory-created to eliminate distracting light reflections. Royal`sShift Freedom overcomes the disturbing influence of the old-
fashioned bobbing carriage. The keys are scientifically designed
to provide greatest visibility without glare.

[9]



19. Copy Placed in Wrong Position
Most typewriters have left-hand carriage returns.Good sense
dictates placing the copy on the right-hand side of such nia-

chines, ligliting conditions permitting. If copy is placed on
wrong side of machine, the hand breaks the line of vision
every time the carriage is returned which, nat-
urally, slows up the work and renders concen-
tration on the copy difficult. The copy-holder
should be slanted so that the typist does not
have to lean over in a slumped position or ~
“crook” the head in order to read the copy 'A
comfortably. Some patented copy-holders are

'

placed behind the machine for gradual spacing, WRONG
in which case an exception can be made, of course.

;//

20. Inconvenient Arrangement of Materials
Paper, envelopes and other materials should be placed in the
most convenient location so as to facilitate the operations
necessary in the work to be done. The proper arrangement
of supplies, carbon, paper for copies, etc., eliminates waste
motion and overcomes unnecessary delays.

OPERATING POINTS
21. Improper Finger Motion
The fingers should be naturally curved-the keys should be
struck with the ball of the finger-tip and the tip of the nail.*
When the fingers are properly curved, many of the inaccura-
cies rcsulting from striking wrong keys are niinimized.

22. Hands in Wrong Position
Hands in wrong position on the keyboard are often respon-
sible for unnecessary muscular effort and inaccurate work.
lf careful attention is given to the suggestions on posture out-
lined under points numbered 6 to I2, and to the matter of
squarely facing the machine, the hands will automatically
take the correct typing position.

* Roya1’s Finger Comfort Keys are designed to fit the finger-
tips, protect delicate nerve-ends. There are no curbs-typing
fingers glide from key to key smoothly and accurately. Royal s
Finger Flow Keyboard provides more striking area . . . for
greater accuracy.

l 10 l

23. Excessive Motion oi the Hands
A wrong position on the keyboard makes it necessary to
move the hands more than they should be moved. Immediate
improvement will be noticed if the suggestions on excess arm
motion are followed. (See points numbered 22 and 24.) Typ-
ing is largely a finger action. Too much hand and wrist mo-
tion adds unnecessary muscular effort. Therefore, keep the
forearms and back of hands practically in line. Confine, as
much as possible, all motion to the fingers.

24. Excessive Arm-Motion
When the fingers ai'e on the keys the elbows should be just
an inch or two forward of where a line would be if drawn
straight down from the shoulder to the Hoor. Just remember
this: the hand is faster than the arm, and the fingers are
faster than the hand. If hand and arm are moved with each
finger stroke, your speed will be limited to the speed of your
hand and arms instead of the speed of your fingers.

25. "Fighting" the Machine

Consider the typewriter in its proper light. Study your type-
writcr's “feel” and try as best you can to adapt your touch
to the touch of the machine.* “Know your typewriter” _
learn to feel that it is a part of you. This is as essential to
the expert typist as the right “feel” is in a tennis racquet or
a golf club to the top-notclier in either sport.

26. Imperfect Alignment of Capital Letters
Every shift-key stroke should produce a perfectly aligned
capital letter. Capital letters above or below the line, in most
instances, are caused by lack of proper timing of the shift-
key with the striking of the letter to be capitalized. lt should
never be necessary to strike the shift key with the second
or _third finger. This necessarily moves the hands out of
position. The shift key should always be operated with the
fourth, or little finger.

”‘Touch Control on the New Royal permits you to adapt the
key tension to your own individual preference-instantly, TheTouch Control knob and dial are conveniently located at side.

[11]



27. Improper Carriage Return
The carriage-return lever should be struck by the first joint of
the first finger, with the other three fingers “supporting” it.
Properly operated, the carriage will return to the same “spot”
every time. “Banging” it back on one line, and “caressing” it
back on the next, interrupts continuity and ma y cause an
uneven margin. lt should be returned with uniform force.

28. Lingering on the Keys
Operators sometimes “linger” on the keys. This acts as a
“brake” on the type bars and prevents their prompt return.
lt makes it impossible to maintain rhythm, and results in the
keys colliding. Not even on the fastest typewriter made, will
clashing and colliding of type bars be avoided if the operator
lingers on the key at the impact of type-bar against paperfi
The keys should be struck as if it were imperative that they
reach and get away from the paper as quickly as possible.
The 40-word-a-minute writer should get her type-bars up to
the paper and back again just as quickly as the expert does.
She can easily do this. lf she does, sl1e has potential cham-
pionship accuracy and speed.

29. Lack ofCont inuity
Sometimes even the typist with almost faultless technique
does not realize that to keep going with perfect continui ty
and rhythm, even if she has to slowdown a hit to do it, will
produce mo re work in a given time. lf she will just “take
it a little easier” to attain continui ty , she will he making
every word she writes contribute to an almost ever-increasing
degree of accuracy and speed.

30. Striking Wrong Keys
f cc as as as as vs 44 sIf you are in the habit o striking r for t , f for gʼ, etc.,

you have formed a had habit. These errors are caused in large
part hy the fact that the little fingers have not been trained
to “hug” the guide keys, (“a” and “;”) when the index and
middle fingers are “reaching” for their respective keys. A dis-
tinct sense of “feel” and “location” is lost because the fingers
“don’t know where they are.” Use the little finger for an
“anchor” for the res t of the fingers-this is called “pivoting”

* The accelerating type bar action of the New Royal provides
the fastest and sharpest key stroke. lt permits more latitude in
the “character” of an operator`s stroke.

[12]

31. Failure to Use Right Marginal Stop
The right hand marginal stop is provided for your conven-
ience to permit the complete concentration so necessary to
accurate typing. lf you do not use this stop, it will be impos-
sible to write a single line with confidence unless the eyes are
taken from the notes or copy momentarily when approaching
the end of each line. This repeated glancing from the notes is
not only an added element of eyestrain, it interruptsconcen-
tration, and soon becomes a habit. Make this useful right
hand marginal stop work for you. lt was provided to help
you avoid the necessity of glancing from the copy or notes to
the paper in the machine.* Refer to point number 36.

32. Careless Paper Insertion
Time is often lost in straightening the paper after inserting a
sheet. It should never be necessary to use the paper release
lever with single sheets. Make sure that the paper rests firmly
on the feed roller or rollers at the bottom of the carriage.**
When making mo re than 2 or 3 carbon copies, however, it is
well to first release the paper release lever and give the feed
roller, or rollers, a chance to get a “grip” on all the papers.
Otherwise, smoother surface of carbons will permit some of
the copies to slip. And here’s a hint that will help when
making a great number of carbon copies. Slip the flap of an
envelope under the bottom of the papers. They can he in-
serted quickly, and straight, with practically no need for use
of the paper release lever.

33. Lingering on Space Bar
Faulty spacing is often caused by this practice. Half-spacing
and double-spacing are the results, and the work looks slov-
enly. The space bar is a “character” and should he operated
the same as a letter key. Make it a practice always to give
the space bar the same sharp tap that you would use on any
of the other keys. l )on ʼ t linger on the space bar.

* On the New Royal you no longer have to set margins by
hand. l\l:\ClC Margin sets both margins automatically. All
you do is position the carriage. MAGIC Margin does the rest.

The Automatic Paper Lock and perfected paper feed with
single long feed roll on the New Royal speed and facilitate
paper insertion. The feed mechanism grips the paper firmly and
accurately in place while the Paper Lock reduces insertion time
and automatically “hugs” the paper smoothly to the cylinder.

[13]



34. Colliding oi Type-bars
This is not an uncommon occurrence with many typists. And,
except in rare instances it is not the fault of the machine but
rather an actual operating fault. Wlien keys collide, it is usu-
ally due to lack of rhythm. Keep your speed uniform. Over-
come the habit of writing the short “easy” words faster than
others. Slow down to your regular pace (refer to points
number 4 and 29) . Remember proper attention to rhythm in
typing is important in maintaining accuracy and speed.

35. Wrong Shift KeyOperation
The habit of using other than the little finger for the shift
key has crept into the work of many typists because at some
time or other they may have to use a wide or “heavy” car~
riage. When the second or third fingers are used for this
operation, the hands are thrown out of line, the fingers must
be brought back into position, extra energy is used and it is
practically impossible to maintain perfect rhytlim.*

36. Hesitcition at End of Lines
Someoperators, at tiriies, become momentarily confused when
the bell sounds at the end of a line, causing considerable
loss of time. Learn to gauge your line, whether with the
sound of the hell or not. The increase in speed resultingfrom the utilization of this lost time is surprising.

37. Fau l t y Aligning of Corrected Characters
yhen paper; is reinserted for making a correction find an
i or a v or any other symmetrical letter on the line to
use as a centering guide for insertion of the missing char-
acter. Then tap the key lightly' with the stencil device in
operation to make sure the character is perfectly aligned inits space before typing it in place.
* On the New Royal, “Shift Freedom” has taken the "fight"out of heavy carriages. The easier operation of Royal̀ s shift

key, even with wide carriage machines, has overcome the oper-
ating handicap of the “bobbing” carriage and the necessity of
lifting the carriage every time the key is struck. The Shift Keysare rectangular - providing more striking area for greater
accuracy.

l 14 l

38. Over-use oi Ribbon
When the ribbon is used for t_oo great a length of time and
the type impressions become lighter, some operators attempt
to compensate by a heavier stroking of the keys. This is a
practice that leads to poor work and unpecessary fatigue.Before this happens, change the ribbon. Its so much easier.

39. Unfamil iari ty with "Figure" Keys
Perhaps very few typists know their “figures” The \lPP!l` row
of keys with the figures and lesser-used punctuations often
cause trouble and hesitation unless these keys are frequently
used. Make all of the figure work you do a series of exercises
intended to keep you familiar with these keys-particularly if
you do not use figures or symbols often. Don’t look at the “fig-
ure” keys, any more than you would look at the letter keys.

40. Fau l ty Tabulation
Misalignment in tabulations* is often caused by an improper
use of the tabulator key. llereʼs one time where you must
“linger” on a key. Hold the tabulator key down until the
carriage hits the stop. Striking the key and immediately re -
leasing it is harmful to the appearance of your work, and to
your typewriter, to say nothing of the time lost in corrections.

41. Back-spacing After the Carriage Return
This is entirely unnecessary. The carriage return lever will dothe work perfectly. Yet it is a common typing fault that soonbecomes habit. If the margin is irregular, a service m an
should be called in and not a bad habit formed.

42. Failure to Use Machine's Facilities
Do not overlook the advantage of using all the convenience
facilities a machine affords. Many times typists fail to faniil-
iarize themselves with the time and labor saving devices on
their machines by dismissing them from their attention as
“gadgets” Learn the use of every device on your typewriter.
“You wouldn’t crank a new automobile.”

43. Sluggish Responses
Perfect coordination of mind and muscular response is an
essential to fast work on any typewriter. Try to avoid think-
ing about the machine. Make your responses _quit-k, natural.
This is necessary for proficiency. Refer to point number 25.

*Tabulation on the New Royal requires no reaching or
Stretching. You set stops, perform tabulations, clear stops-all
from normal typing position. The Tabulator Key is rectangular
-providing greater striking area.
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44. Rushing in Emergencies

When work is needed in a hurry or “n1u.<t” be done in the
“next half hour”-donʼt get excited. Attempting speed beyond
your capacity actually slows you up and makes it harder to
get the work out on time. Correct technique and knowing your
pace will give you self-confidence, will overcome nervousness
and help you do better and faster work in these emergencies.

45. Worrying Over Possible Errors
Some typists become worried by the very fact that they have
typed without error to almost the end of the work they are
doing. This is caused, most likely, by anxiety. Keep your eye
on the copy or notes and concentrate on them. Refer to
points numbered 2 and 15.

46. Failure to Check Work
Read over your work whenever possible before passing it on.
Many typists fail to do this regularly. It’s a check-on what
you are doing, how _vou are improving, the quality of your
output. It leads to greater confidence in your ability. You
know that your employer knows your value to him, and that
your work is right.

47. Failure to Practice
You may think that a day’s work is practice enough. Manywho have acquired a reasonable proficiency neglect to keep
up the exercises they had in sehool. These are valuable even
to the experienced typist. Try periodical 15-minute tests,
tr ying to get as many perfect words as possible-without for-
getting r/tylhm- in that time. This kind of practice is more
conducive to accuracy and speed than any typing you do inthc course of your day’s work.

48. Overestimating One's Ability
Know your average speed and constantly strive to maintain
it. What you can do in a one-minute test is not an indication
of your normal rate for accurate typing through the day. The15-minute tests suggested under point number 47 will help
you gain an accurate estimate of your efiicient typing rate.

[16]

49. Making Corrections Improperly
Wearing out the paper with heavy erasures leaves an un-
sightly spot in what may have been an otherwise fine sheet of
typing. Often a very slight erasure will serve the purpose. In
many instances, when you strike thc wrong character your

finger instinctively recoils and therefore the character should
he easy to erase.Then, too,the lines of a new character often
coincide with some of the old. Strike the new character lightly
over the old. Then rub where necessary and rub lightly.
Your corrections will be neater by far. incidentally, don’t lct
the eraser dirt fall into the machine. Draw the carriage either
to the right or left, roll the paper up slightly, if necessary,
and blow the eraser dirt away from the machine as you crase.*

50. Lack of Care with Machine
The typewriter is an exceptionally fine piece of mechanism.
lt is designed for utility, and with the utmost consideration
for convenience and comfort. lt will do the finest of work if
you treat it right. Take pride in it. Co over it thoroughly
at least once a week. Keep it looking spic and span. lt helps
materially to maintain the high standard of your own work
day after day.**

*On the Royal, the specially-designed type shield and un-
usually complete protection of bearing surfaces makes it a
simple matter to keep the machine clean. Royal, too, offers
facility in ease of making erasures. Regardless of the number
of carbon copies, throwing back the, Automatic Paper Lock
makes the paper surfaces freely accessible for erasure.
”̒* The modern design and graceful flowing lines of this New

Royal provide a finer looking, more beautiful typewriter. The
new Time-Saver Top adds to its appearance and gives an un-
usual degree of protection to working parts. It opens easily and
is balanced to stay open~providing easy access for changing
ribbons and cleaning type.

"It is easier to type fast correctlY
than it is to type slow incorrectly."

[17]
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DIAGRAM OF THE MAIOR OPERATING PARTS
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Paper Guide
Paper Guide Seale
Paper Lock Scale
Card Holders
Paper Loek Rolls
Cyl inder
Paper Table
Paper Lock Handle
AutomaticPaper Lock
Paper Release Handle
MAGIC Margin Set
(Right)
Right Carriage Release
Right Cylinder Knob
Full Length Cylinder
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Hinged Top Cover
Ribbon Color Change
and Stencil Lever
Stencil Stop Lever
Tahulator Keyset Set K
Tabulator Key*
Touch Control Pointer
Touch Control Dial
yal’s new Finger Flow Keys
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Touch Control Adjust-
ment Knob
Margin Release Key
Right Shift Key*
Space Bar
Left Shift Key*
Operating Keys
Shift Key Lock
Back Space Key*
Tabulator Clear KeyRibbon Reverse
(manua l)
Ribbon Feed Release
Card and Writing Line
Scale
Left Cylinder Knob
Variable Spacer (at
center of knob)
Line Space and Carriage
Return Lever
Line Space Selector
Line Space DisengagingLever
MAGIC Margin Set
(Left)



ROYAL

SHIFT FREEDOM
On the New Royal there is
no old-fashioned “bobbing
carriage” to cause eye-strain.
Only the type segment moves.
Capitals are typed as easily
as “lower case” characters
and the shift key operates as

effortlessly as any other key.
The segment is locked in
upper and lower case, insur-
ing perfectly aligned typing.

WORLD'SNO. 1
TYPEWRITER

TIME SAVER TOP
Lift R0y;|I 's “Time-Saver Top"
_ i t ' s hinged :md counter-b:|l-
anced! Open it and it staY5
open-giving instant, easy ac-
cess to type, ribbon, interior.

Close it and it snaps tlghlll’
slim-prmeningall mechanism
from dust and dirt.
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MAGIC*MAR<;1N

Here is the most amazing feature
ever presented on a typewriter. At
one stroke Royal has do11e away
with hand margin-setting-the op-
eration most annoying to typisls.
On the New Royal you setmargins
automatically. Merely position the
carriage where the margin is de-
sired, MACIC Margin does the rest.

EASY TO CLEAN
Keep type clean as new . _.
change ribbons in a twinkling.
You can on the New Royal-
there’s plenty of r oom _ a nd
everything is easy to reach.

*Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

TOUCH CONTROL *

No stretch! No reach! Adapt
the Royal to your touch as
easily as you “dial” a radio
station. Both control knob
and dial are conveniently lo-
cated at the side. And when
the touch is exactly right-
make note . . . the numeral
on the dial is your guide to
perfect typing comfort.



FINGER COMFORT KEYS
Notice first how restful the key-tops

l' 0are to your eyes. Now type a me r
two. The keys Ht your Hnger-tips, pro-
tect delicate nerve-ends. Your lingers
always glide from key to key, smooth-
ly and accurately. Both Shift Keys
the Back Space Key and Tabulator
Key are rectangular (Royal s new
Finger Flow Keyboard) __. providing
more striking area for greater accuracy.

AUTOMATIC
PAPER LOCK
Click! The lock is open! In-
sert the paper! In it goes-
straight-first time! Now Hip
the lock forward-and type .
That s̓ all there is to it. The
paper is “ironed out,” smooth
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The New Royal Typewriter is made in a variety of
styles and carriage Widths to cover every office need.

STANDARD KEYBQARD CHART
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If you would like additional copies of this booklet for dis-
tribution in your office or for your friends-just ’phone or

write your nearest Royal office.

SL-4008 -Printed in U.S.A.
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